
CUSTOM MODELS LINEUP



“Victory Girls”
C U S T O M  1 9 1 1

 Barrel: 5”
 Length O/A: 8.6”
 Weight: 2 .3 lbs
 Sights: Blade front, Rear drif t adjustable for windage
 Grips: Checkered Wood Grips with U.S . Logo
 Magazine: 7 round

TRUMP 45

Auto-Ordnance is shipping the special edition World War II themed “Victory Girls” 
1911, designed to honor the women whose strength drove industry at home in support of 
our boys fighting overseas. Beginning with a base 1911A1 GI Model in .45ACP, it has the 
standard 5” barrel, seven round magazine, and US property logo wood grips. 

The Victory Girls model is then customized with deep cut laser engraving of a pin-up 
girl on the right side, and an updated “Rosie the Riveter” on the left. It also features the 
USAAC Star Roundel on both sides of the frame. The pistol is then given a worn look with 
a two color Cerakote finish of Armor Black and Gunmetal Grey.

MODEL: 1911BKOWC1

.45 ACP  7 ROUND

MODEL: 1911TCAC1

.45 ACP  7 ROUND

With the election of President Donald J. Trump, the United States had its 45th 
president. With the invention of the 1911, the United States had its legendary .45 
caliber pistol. It is only fitting that these two icons should be combined, in the “Trump 
45” commemorative 1911 pistol.

President Trump has voiced strong support for the Second Amendment, speaking at 
the NRA conventions, and promising to defend the Right to Keep and Bear Arms with 
a determination that has not been seen in the White House for decades. Kahr Firearms 
Group extends our thanks to the President for his staunch defense of American 
shooters with this special edition 1911. Together we will work to make America great 
again!

The “Trump 1911” starts as a 5” Thompson Custom 1911, chambered in .45 ACP. 
Its slide and frame are stainless steel, with Thompson medallion inlaid wood grips. 
The pistol features combat sights, full length guide rod, high sweep beavertail, 
skeletonized trigger, checkered front strap, and match grade barrel. Engraved on the 
right side is “Donald J. Trump” with the number 45, and the Seal of the President of the 
United States. On the left side is a picture of President Trump, the White House, and 
his slogan “Make America Great Again”. The United States flag is engraved on both 
sides of the dust cover.

 Barrel: 5”
 Length: 8.5” overal l
 Weight: 39 oz
 Sights: Front and rear dovetai l cut / low-prof i le i ron s ights
 Grips: Checkered laminate grips with medall ion
 Finish: Stainless Steel Frame and Sl ide
 Magazine: 7 round, Stainless



“Fly Girls”
C U S T O M  1 9 1 1

WASP (from lef t) Frances 
Green, Margaret Kirchner, Ann 
Waldner and Blanche Osborn 
leave their B-17, called Pistol 
Packin’ Mama, during ferry 
training at Lockbourne Army 
Air Force base in Ohio. They’re 
carrying their parachutes.

National Archives

“SQUADRON”
C U S T O M  1 9 1 1

 Barrel: 5”
 Length O/A: 8.6”
 Weight: 2 .3 lbs
 Sights: Blade front, Rear drif t adjustable for windage
 Grips: Checkered Wood Grips with U.S . Logo
 Magazine: 7 round

MODEL: 1911BKOWC2

.45 ACP  7 ROUND

As part of Auto-Ordnance’s ongoing series of custom 1911s paying tribute to the men 
and women who supported America’s drive towards victory in World War II , we are 
proud to introduce the “Fly Girls” 1911.  This custom pistol honors the Women Airforce 
Service Pilots (WASPs) who played a vital role in the war effort. 

Over 1000 women served as pilots during WWII, taking on vital roles operating 
aircraft in non-combat positions so their male counterparts could directly engage the 
enemy. These women aviators were pioneers in the profession, facing all of the risks and 
challenges shared by pilots of the time period. By war’s end, 38 had given their lives in 
service to their country. 

Auto-Ordnance is proud to honor the dedication and sacrifice of the WASPs with this 
beautiful engraved and finished custom 1911 pistol!

MODEL: 1911BKOWC3

.45 ACP  7 ROUND

The latest custom 1911 in Auto-Ordnance’s WWII commemorative series is the 
“Squadron” model. This pistol features custom graphics reminiscent of those painted 
on fighter aircraft during the war. The muzzle displays the “shark mouth” nose art often 
seen on American fighter planes like the P-40 Warhawk. The Army Air Corps insignia is 
on both sides, and a rivet pattern engraved over the gun. The finish is a highly durable, 
worn black and gray cerakote. The overall appearance makes for a pistol that looks like 
a WWII fighter plane getting ready to race into the skies hunting bandits! 

Auto-Ordnance is proud to offer this latest custom 1911 in honor of the pilots who 
flew in defense of our nation during WWII. May their bravery and sacrifice always be 
remembered!



“I STAND”
C U S T O M  1 9 1 1

CASE HARDENED 
C U S T O M  1 9 1 1

MODEL: 1911BKOC1

.45 ACP  7 ROUND

In a time period where some in America may have forgotten the true meaning of 
sacrifice, Kahr Firearms Group is paying tribute to those who truly gave all for 
America. The “I Stand” 1911 honors all those who sacrificed their lives in the service of 
our country. For this reason, the  phrase “All Gave Some, Some Gave All” is engraved on 
the dust cover.   

At Kahr Firearms Group, we stand for the National Anthem, and behind the men and 
women who keep us free. Thus the words “I Stand” are engraved on the right side of the 
slide. “Freedom Is Not Free” is engraved on the left side of the slide, a powerful reminder 
of the many who have paid the ultimate price for our freedom. The American Flag is on 
the right grip, and the left grip depicts a battlefield memorial for a fallen warrior. The 
finish is a worn Cerakote in black and gray. Underneath is the same made in the USA, 
Auto-Ordnance GI 1911 that you know and trust.   

Each pistol is a 5”, GI pattern 1911, chambered in .45 ACP.   The slide, sear, and 
disconnector are machined from solid bar stock, properly heat treated for many 
thousands of rounds of reliable shooting. The sights, safety, trigger, and beavertail are 
GI pattern.  Unlike GI guns, all Auto-Ordnance 1911s are precisely machined to modern 
standards. This guarantees that the GI 1911 may look like the original, but will shoot with 
a degree of accuracy far superior to the military guns.   

Owning the “I Stand 1911” gives the modern shooter a chance to own a piece of history, 
while making a powerful statement in support of the brave Americans who paid the 
ultimate price preserving our freedom. 

MODEL: 1911GCH

.45 ACP  7 ROUND

Taking a classic 1911 to the next level without diminishing its history is no easy 
feat, but adding an even more classic finish formally raises the bar.   Auto-Ordnance 
has done just that with the new GI Series 1911 with “case hardened” finish. This time 
honored tradition of working steel produces distinct and unique patterns of color long 
sought after by firearms aficionados. 

The Auto-Ordnance Case Hardened 1911s are each a work of art, covered in a 
beautiful, swirling finish. Beneath the colorful surface is an all steel, 5”, “GI” pattern 
1911 pistol, chambered in powerful .45 ACP. The grips are checkered wood with the 
“US” military logo. While every Auto-Ordnance GI 1911 is made to replicate the look 
of the original guns, they are also equipped with a precisely machined barrel. This 
guarantees that they may look like a GI pistol, but they will shoot with a level of 
accuracy the originals could not match. 

The Auto-Ordnance Case Hardened 1911 gives today’s shooter a chance to own a 
beautifully finished piece of American military history, and experience legendary 
shooting performance with every trip to the range! 

 Barrel: 5”
 Length O/A: 8.6”
 Weight: 2 .3 lbs
 Sights: Blade front, Rear drif t adjustable for windage
 Grips: American Flag, and a battlef ie ld memorial for 

a fa l len warrior
 Magazine: 7 round

 Barrel: 5”
 Length O/A: 8.6”
 Weight: 2 .3 lbs
 Sights: Blade front, Rear drif t adjustable for 

windage
 Grips: Checkered Wood Grips with U.S . Logo
 Magazine: 7 round



“VENGEANCE” 
CUSTOM WWII M1 CARBINE

Kahr Firearms Group continues the ongoing series of 
WWII commemorative firearms with the custom engraved 
“Vengeance” Auto-Ordnance M1 Carbine. 

This model features wood furniture engraved with 
images recalling December 7th, 1941, the “Day of Infamy” 
when Pearl Harbor was attacked by the naval and air forces 
of Imperial Japan.  The rear stock features highly detailed 
depictions of the attack on Pearl Harbor that began the long 
war for the United States. On the opposite side is depicted 
the B-29 Superfortress Enola Gay, symbolizing the end of 

the war when the United States forced the surrender of 
the Imperial Japanese government. Engraved on the front 
handguard is a battle damaged American flag. 

The Auto-Ordnance M1 Carbine is a faithful reproduction 
of military models, with all steel components, Parkerized 
finish, and walnut stocks. The “Vengeance” rifle gives 
shooters an opportunity to own a new firearm that is 
highly accurate, utterly reliable, and custom engraved to 
commemorate the conflict enshrining the M1’s role as a vital 
part of American Military History.

MODEL: AOM130C1

.30 CALIBER    15 ROUND

 Barrel: 18”
 Length: 35.75” overal l
 Weight: 5.4 lbs
 Sights: Blade front s ight, F l ip style rear s ight
 Stock: Walnut stock and handguard
 Magazine: 15 round



CASE HARDENED 
T O M M Y  G U N

When the original Thompson sub-machine gun was made, its design 
epitomized an era when firearms were works of art crafted in wood 
and steel.   Each gun a hand machined example of American ingenuity 
and creativity. Auto-Ordnance has kept that tradition alive with its 
gorgeous blue steel, hard wood stocked Thompson carbines.   Now we 
are taking the art of the Thompson to a new level with our new “Case 
Hardened” Tommy Guns. This time honored tradition of working steel 
produces distinct and unique patterns of color long sought after by 
firearms aficionados. 

The Auto-Ordnance “Case Hardened” Tommy Guns are each a work 
of art, covered in a beautiful, swirling finish. Beneath the colorful 
surface is an all steel, 18” barreled, 1927 pattern Thompson, chambered 
in powerful .45 ACP. The stock, forearm, and grip are Walnut.   While 
every Auto-Ordnance Thompson is made to replicate the look of the 
original guns, they are also equipped with a precisely machined barrel. 
This guarantees that they may look like an original Tommy Gun, but they 
will shoot with a level of accuracy the originals could not match. 

The Auto-Ordnance “Case Hardened” Thompson gives today’s 
shooter a chance to own a beautifully finished piece of American 
military history, and experience legendary shooting performance with 
every trip to the range!

MODEL: T1CH

.45 ACP    20 ROUND

 Barrel: 18” F inned
 Length: 41” overal l
 Weight: 13 lbs
 Sights: Blade front , open rear adjustable
 Stock: Pol ished walnut f ixed stock and ver tical foregrip
 F inish: Case Hardened Finish
 Magazine: 20 round stick



W W I I  T H O M P S O N

MODEL: TM1C1

.45 ACP    30 ROUND & 20 ROUND

C o m e s  w i t h  K e r r  s l i n g  a n d 
W W I I  3  M a g  P o u c h  C a r r i e r

“Built like a tank” is a phrase that has entered the American 
lexicon as a means to describe hardware that is durable, strong, and 
nearly indestructible. The term may have originated in describing 
armored fighting vehicles, but it also clearly describes the Tommy 
Gun. It is only fitting then that Auto-Ordnance continue the series 
of WWII commemorative guns with the “Tanker Thompson”, 
dedicated to the memory of the brave American soldiers who 
faced the enemy in steel chariots like the M4 Sherman Tank. Nearly 
50,000 Shermans were produced during World War II , seeing 
action primarily in Europe against Nazi Germany. Just like the 
Thompson, these Shermans were a vital part of the war effort. The 
crews that took them into harm’s way were often outgunned by 
German tanks, but nevertheless took the fight to the enemy and 
achieved victory despite the odds. 

Auto-Ordnance is proud to honor America’s armored warriors 
with this commemorative Thompson. Each Tanker Thompson is 
Cerakoted in Army O.D. Green. The white star of the Sherman Tank 
is engraved just in front of the magwell. The “U.S” logo is engraved 
on the buttstock. Like every Thompson, the gun is all steel with high 
grade walnut furniture. The 16.5” barrel is exceptionally accurate. 

Owning the Tanker Thompson gives the modern shooter the 
opportunity to own a piece of history, while honoring the memory 
of the brave tank crews who delivered on America’s promise to 
achieve final victory in World War II .

 Barrel: 16 .5”, Smooth
 Length: 38” overal l
 Weight: 11 .5 lbs
 Sights: Blade front, f ixed battle rear
 Stock: Walnut f ixed stock with U.S . logo and ver tical foregrip
 F inish: Army O.D. Green Cerakote
 Magazines: 30 round stick and 20 round stick
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“A IRBORNE” 
CUSTOM WWII M1 CARBINE

Kahr Firearms Group and Outlaw Ordnance worked closely together on the custom projects.
Outlaw Ordnance, based out of West Monroe, Louisiana, is a growing firm, changing the firearm industry with custom designs and innovations. 
Check out these Instagram Channels to see what else is new.

Saint Michael is the patron of many heroic professionals, 
included amongst them paratroopers. These brave members of 
America’s elite airborne units step into the unknown with every 
jump. Each time not knowing what enemy lays below or even if 
they will make it to the ground and the battle that awaits.

Kahr Firearms Group pays tribute to the brave airborne 
warriors of WWII, with this custom laser engraved version of 
our paratrooper M1 Carbine. On the forearm is the battle-worn 
American flag.  Adjacent is Saint Michael, with the text “St. 
Michael pray for us”. A paratrooper, parachutes, and detailed 

C-47 transport aircraft are engraved on the opposite side. 
The stock is an authentic reproduction of the original folding 
version issued to airborne soldiers. As with all Auto-Ordnance 
M1 Carbines, the wood is high quality walnut, and all metal parts 
are Parkerized. It is an accurate, reliable, easy to shoot rifle in 
soft recoiling .30 Carbine.

This WWII commemorative continues the Auto-Ordnance 
tradition of providing high quality reproductions of American 
military firearms for today’s shooter.

MODEL: AOM150C1

.30 CALIBER    15 ROUND

 Barrel: 18”
 Length: 35 3/4” overal l , 25 3/4” - Folded
 Weight: 5 lbs . 6 oz.
 Sights: Blade front s ight , F l ip style rear s ight
 Stock: Walnut folding stock and wood handguard
 Magazine: 15 round


